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The most complete, authoritative guide available on the diagnosis and treatment of disorders

affecting the elderly -- updated with a new global perspectiveA Doody's Core Title for 2015!"In

addition to serving as a timely, comprehensive, state-of-the-art textbook of geriatric medicine

anchored in science, evidence-based medicine, and patient-centered practice, the book also is

intended to meet the learning needs of fellows in geriatric medicine. The authors succeed in

modeling a textbook of geriatric medicine on textbooks of internal medicine. 3 Stars."--Doody's

Review ServiceThe undisputed leader on the subject of geriatrics, this comprehensive guide

combines gerontology principles with clinical geriatrics offering unmatched coverage of this area of

medicine.Written by some of the world's most respected geriatricians, Hazzard's Principles of

Geriatric Medicine and Gerontology presents the most up-to-date, evidence-based medical

information available -- in a revamped 2-color design that makes finding the answers to your

questions faster and easier than ever.Features:
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I also had the opportunity to flip though this title,indeed the text is very well organized withlots of

practical information(there is even an international section analysing the care of the elderly

countrywise..).The first general part is(general science on ageing) straightforward-simple concepts

explained elegantly.Let's remember that ageing of the population makes encounters of healthcare

workers with the elderly more and more likely-part III shows wisely what kind of syndromesa



provider will typically encounter(frailty,sleep,delirium etc):the basic concept here is that the old

should be viewed asa physiologically peculiar category(see surgery section)-also interesting the

chapter on the brain..Although I didn't venture into the special pathology parts (oncology etc) am

sure they are well written too,because as Mzanca said there is an excellent reference section at the

end of each chapter..

The book is ideal for an health professional who wants to specialize in the geriatric and gerontology

area, or for whom wants an upgrade. The contents of the chapters in this book are thoroughly

reviewed to meet the knowledge expectation and guidance for any health worker in the geriatric

area or not. The geriatric syndromes are discussed in the light of recent therapeutic advances in the

area and aiming the rational use of medicines in the elderly and their safety. The author uses

explanation and analysis to present a subject or to clarify an idea. Its primary purpose is to explain.

All the chapters have a good review refering to specialized magazines. The quality of the paper and

ilustrations are outstanding , very good. This book helps me a lot by clarifying whatever I have been

reading in specialized magazines.Geriatric Drug Therapy Interventions

Very good resource for medical student, resident and geriatric fellowVery concise and cover all the

core component for geriatric care

I expected the book to be in better shape than it was for what I paid for it.

I didn't have an problems with my purchase and receiving it on time. The product was as said it

would be.
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